
Your Leadership Presence

For all driven professionals who want to advance 
within their career. The skills and strategies to 

contribute while being noticed, respected, and 
considered for the next level of leadership.



Your 
influence 
&
impact

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://404phylenotfound.blogspot.com/2012/12/leader-and-entrepreneur-qualities.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


In  2017 in the US  
26 of the 500 CEO positions of the 

S&P 500 companies 
were women

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://people-equation.com/leaders-set-tone-customer-service/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


1. LEVERAGE
WOMEN’S STRENGTH

a. Seeking opportunities 
u Taking initiative 
uPracticing 

professional/ personal 
growth & 
development

b. Building relationships
u Teamwork
uNetworking
uDeveloping others

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://level343.com/article_archive/2012/02/23/the-personable-business-creating-your-story-with-social-content
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/


2. What does your 
best self look like?
How do you feel?



Julie’s Leadership Presence
Goal: For as many moments until 2040, I am…

qCurious
qConnecting
qRemembering to take “me” time outside of work 

(exercise, nature & travel)
q Laughing with my family
qPresent
qSpearheading projects that empower clients to live their 

best lives
q Taking risks



3. Claim Your Voice at the Table

Passive Assertive Aggressive
____________________________________________________________________________________________



4. Create 
personal/professional 
development goals 

1x/quarter.

And share 
your 

accomplishments.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://www.guidinginstincts.com/2011/12/harnessing-energy-from-renewable-energy.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/


5. Create a 
“possibilities”

list 
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6. Ask for feedback

Your presence
Strengths 
Areas for growth
Hard skills 
Soft skills

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA

http://k3hamilton.com/orientation/module_1_self_assessment__reflection_and_resources.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
http://k3hamilton.com/orientation/module_1_self_assessment__reflection_and_resources.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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7. Get a mentor

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

https://ebeccerrit.wordpress.com/2014/09/30/acculturation-as-a-respond-to-why-learning-a-second-culture/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
https://ebeccerrit.wordpress.com/2014/09/30/acculturation-as-a-respond-to-why-learning-a-second-culture/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
http://leaderimpact.wordpress.com/2010/05/01/paul-and-titus-relationship/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/


Skills Women Need 
(and sometimes struggle with)
7. Saying no well
8. Having the career conversation
9. Claiming your space = body language
10. Initiating difficult-conversations 
11. Adapting your personality style
12. Delivering an assertive handshake



13. Create a 
Leadership
Philosophy This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://people-equation.com/37-women-interesting-things-say-about-leadership/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Real-time 
feedback

Your 
leadership 
presence

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://epitemnein-epitomic.blogspot.com/2011/04/power-of-god-against-evil-youre-facing.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


1.Leverage women’s strengths: seeking opportunities &                                     
building relationships

2.Articulate and live your unique brand of Leadership Presence
3.Claim your assertive voice at the table
4.Create and share quarterly goals
5.Seek feedback
6.Get a mentor
7.Say no well
8.Have the career conversation
9.Take up physical space
10.Initiate difficult-conversations
11.Adapt your personality style
12.Have an assertive handshake
13.Create a leadership philosophy



Thank you!
Connect with us:


